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Home and School Together

Quarter 3 Highlights

Quarter 3 is challenging for both students and teachers. However, teachers have worked their best to make online
teaching on the zoom platform very smooth. The format of AP exams have been changed and it will be conducted
online this year. Teachers are preparing students for this setup while classes are held as per the school timetable
for all the grades.
School has purchased Zoom licences for all teachers to conduct online classes and the teachers were trained to use
the software in the best possible way to guide students in their learning. Our online classes started within a
week’s time of school closure and the regular timetable was adopted with teachers working from home from the
third week.
PTA created Wechat student groups for parents, teachers and students during the first week of COVID19 closure
and information on the whereabouts of the students was collected by the school office in the same week. Parents
were communicated instantly over the wechat medium. The same information was updated on the school website. Teachers are easily available on wechat and email even after school hours. Zoom meetings are conducted to
parents with concerns and the school office communicates with those students missing online lessons. We appreciate every teacher and office staff for extending their support to the students throughout the day during this difficult time.
AP teachers are working extra lessons and some teachers are working during the Easter holidays to catch up with
the AP curriculum.
Stay safe and be alert.
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Principal's Message

We are in a difficult phase which will pass by. You are reminded to stay healthy by paying attention to personal
hygiene by wearing a mask and washing hands frequently for 20 seconds every time, and most importantly avoid
crowded places. If you are to be quarantined, please follow rules and instructions to avoid contamination.
Even under these circumstances, students are busy with online lessons and assignments posted through the
online media by our teachers. We understand that students are facing a hard time. They cannot interact with their
friends as much as they can do when in school for fun and learning. So it could be overwhelming for many
students to do the work and be organized. It is also a crucial time that parental support and guidance can help
children to stay calm and use their time in a fruitful way.
Please help students to maintain a routine so that they can attend online classes on time and do their assignments
well. Also, please check if their microphone and camera in the computer functions properly to participate in the
class discussions effectively. This is also a great time to do more reading from the school online scholastic link. It
will help improve their English writing and communication skills.
Meanwhile, every area of school is being sanitized thoroughly in frequent intervals and is ready to reopen once
things come to normal. This academic year has been very hard for students and school staff. I extend my heartfelt
gratitude to all parents who support us and help to make online learning successful.
Let us all work together to stay safe and healthy and hope to see you all as soon as the school reopens.

Mr. T. Du
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